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SECTION I. WHAT IS PAY FOR PERFORMANCE?

Pay for performance (sometimes referred to pay for success, or payment for outcomes) is an innovative
contracting approach that shifts focus from what has been done in terms of actions or project steps, to what
has been achieved related to the issues we care about. Pay for performance contracts (simply, performance
contracts) tie payment to defined performance outcomes that reflect the quality of the project delivered,
ensuring effectiveness and prudent use of public dollars. This is a significant innovation compared to
traditional grant funding models, which provide upfront funding but often lack mechanisms to ensure
that conservation outcomes are generated or sustained over time.
This Pay for Performance Guide for California Agencies (Guide) demonstrates how any agency or other
organization that funds conservation projects can increase the environmental return on investment by
implementing performance contracting approaches. While this Guide focuses on agencies in California,
the approaches described here are broadly applicable at multiple local and regional levels, in California
and beyond.

History of Pay for Performance

“

We can use lessons learned from mitigation and wetland banking, and apply them to the
conservation sector more broadly.
Adam Davis, Ecosystem Investment Partners

“

Pay for performance approaches have a long track record of demonstrated success in the social and
conservation sectors. As of 2017, pay for performance projects have been developed across the United
States, with more than 50 projects currently under development, tackling everything from homelessness
to literacy to water quality to coastal resilience. There is also significant and growing policy support from
federal and state governments around pay for performance approaches. 1,2
The conservation sector alone has decades of learning from the mitigation banking industry on how to
contract and deliver defined conservation outcomes. There is potential to apply this type of outcomebased contracting, that has thus far been limited to a portion of mitigation spending, to billions in public
funding for the environment in California. However, barriers to using pay for performance approaches in
the conservation space must be lowered if we hope to gain the level of adoption and scale of impact
needed to address today’s most pressing, complex environmental problems.

Why Public Funding?
The amount of public resources spent on the environment across the United States and the world is
massive—more than $50 billion annually (see Figure 1). How this money is spent and what outcomes are
achieved from this funding varies from program to program and project to project. However, if more of
this public conservation funding can be channeled through performance contracts, we can put significant
resources to work to increase the pace, certainty, and scale of high-quality conservation outcomes
achieved. Performance contracting approaches rely on data and verified outcomes, meaning greater
spending transparency and public reporting capabilities for agencies. Lastly, public funding creates the
demand certainty to potentially unlock significant private sector financing for new project
implementation.
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Figure 1. Source of Funding Spent Annually on Conservation, adapted from The Little Biodiversity Finance Book: A

Guide to Proactive Investment in Natural Capital.

3

Why California?
California’s regulatory and economic landscape is rapidly changing, driven by new regulations, changing
land ownership patterns, labor practices, climate change, and more. Though uncertain and complex,
these transformations provide an opportunity to create a more resilient and integrated landscape that
simultaneously supports multiple benefits - sustainable agriculture, healthy ecosystems, balanced water
supply, and thriving communities (See A Conservation Vision for California textbox below for examples).
In the coming years, California will spend billions of dollars on transportation, water supply, and flood
infrastructure projects. In 2018-2019 alone, California budgeted $10.5 billion for conservation projects. 4
These major projects, in addition to the existing conservation and mitigation plans, require restoring and
maintaining hundreds of thousands of acres of high-quality habitat. If implemented correctly, these
projects could significantly advance multiple conservation outcomes, including carbon sequestration,
water conservation, and recovery of the state’s once robust salmon fishery. What is needed is a new scale
in magnitude and quality of conservation investments to fulfill these goals. 5, 6, 7

A CONSERVATION VISION FOR CALIFORNIA
The State of California has developed multiple conservation plans to encourage a more resilient landscape
that supports human communities and natural ecosystems. Using pay for performance to procure habitat
outcomes can help California more transparently and effectively meet these stated goals. For example,


The Central Valley Flood Protection Plan Conservation Strategy is “a comprehensive, long-term,
non-regulatory approach for improving riverine and floodplain ecosystems through multi-benefit
projects that provide ecological benefits while protecting public safety.”5 Developed by Department of
Water Resources and partners, the Conservation Strategy sets clear goals for ecosystem improvement
in priority regions.



The Governor’s Water Resilience Portfolio, created in 2019 by an Executive Order from Governor
Newsom, directs state agencies to collaboratively build climate-resilient water systems and ecologically
healthy waterways.6 The portfolio prioritizes multi-benefit approaches, encourages new partnerships
and technologies, and integrates different investment types.



The Wildlife Conservation Board’s Strategic Plan was updated in 2019. This Strategic Plan outlines
agency goals for the next five years, including initiatives around ecosystem services, monitoring and
program evaluation, and diversifying partnerships.7 WCB must also report their efforts to the state and
taxpayers, who support the bonds that fund many of WCB’s programs.
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In the current system, large-scale restoration projects
often require multiple sources of funding, complex
permitting needs, and challenging land acquisition
processes that are difficult for any one buyer (see
Terminology textbox) to complete. As a result, the current
implementation timeline for projects can move too
slowly for agencies to meet their conservation goals. This
can be particularly true for any spatially-explicit
conservation projects, such as multi-benefit floodplain
restoration projects (see Hamilton City 8 example below). It
can take decades for a buyer to go through the process of
identifying priority parcels, negotiating real estate
acquisitions, designing the restoration work, and finally
implementing the project.

TERMINOLOGY
Throughout this Guide, the term “buyer” is
used to describe the public agency or
entity in a performance contracting
arrangement. Buyers could include


State agencies spending bond dollars,



Infrastructure agencies in need of
mitigation,



State or local agencies distributing
grant funds, and more.

Leveraging the private sector to take on some of these phases of project delivery, and tying payments to
the delivery of outcomes, has the potential to greatly increase the pace of this process. Additional
efficiencies can be realized if buyers are able to move from selecting parcels on a map, to defining the
conservation outcomes they hope to achieve, leaving the private sector to identify the best and most costeffective areas to implement the restoration work. By using performance contracts to pay for the
outcomes achieved instead of project steps completed, buyers can leverage the private sector’s flexibility,
ingenuity, and profit motive to increase the pace and scale of restoration while lowering the risk of
spending tax-payer dollars on unsuccessful projects.

Hamilton City: A 20-Year Floodplain Conservation Project
The Hamilton City Flood Damage Reduction and Ecosystem Restoration Project is designed to improve flood
protection for Hamilton City and improve environmental conditions along the Sacramento River.8 The project is a
multi-benefit project that will

•
•
•

construct a new set-back levee,
reconnect floodplain between the setback levee and the river, and
restore native riparian habitat

While the project vision is exemplary, the time from design to implementation is significant. The project began in
2000 and is expected to be finished in 2020. This 20-year timeline is a common challenge for multi-benefit
projects in California. Pay for performance contracting is a potential solution to create efficiencies in project
delivery.
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SECTION II. WHY CONSIDER PAY FOR PERFORMANCE?

A typical conservation project goes through many phases - from planning and design, to fundraising,
permitting, delivery, and long-term maintenance. Each stage involves complicated processes and
potential delays that can hold a project up for years, or cause it to stall out indefinitely. After years of
permitting struggles and funding negotiations, getting any version of the project done can start to seem
better than nothing, even if that means sacrificing some of the intended benefits of the project.
But what if multiple project delivery steps and deadlines were instead put into the hands of private
actors, whose payments were contingent on timely and effective delivery of project outcomes? This Guide
proposes that agencies, in their role as a buyer of outcomes, can leverage the unique capabilities of the
private sector through performance contracting approaches to get critical conservation work done on a
much faster timeline.
Typically, conservation projects are managed in-house with all planning, permitting, implementation,
and maintenance either conducted by agency staff, or contracted out to third parties through competitive
grant programs or reimbursement-based contract models. These contracts are typically either receipt-based
(actual hard costs are reimbursed), time-based (contractors are paid for each hour they spend on the
project), or action-based (payments are made based on pre-defined project delivery steps).These payment
structures are designed to ensure that the state is not paying more than market value for any product or
service, and that all funding rules are followed. For example, funds specifically designated for river
restoration must only be spent on river restoration, and not some other co-benefit. Similar color-of-money
restrictions mean that funds designated for planning must not be used for implementation or other
project phases.
This model gets particularly complicated when acquiring property or easements with public funds,
which requires a lengthy appraisal review process that can turn away willing sellers needing to sell their
property more quickly. These delays are exacerbated when acquiring large parcels where multiple
government agencies contribute acquisition funds. For example, acquisition for the 1,500-acre Dos Rios
Ranch at the confluence of the Tuolumne and San Joaquin River used funds from eight funding
programs, and took 10 years and 21 amendments to finalize the purchase agreement 9.

Figure 2. Steps and timing for a conventional procurement process compared to a performance contract where
project delivery phases are bundled together.
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Though reasonable on the surface, these reimbursement-based models can create unintended delays and
fragment projects into the many individual aspects of project delivery (see Figure 2). This forces buyers to
follow a stringent step-wise project delivery process that misses opportunities to consider efficiencies that
could be gained by doing project steps simultaneously or in a different order. Between steps (i.e.
acquisition and planning), the project proponent often needs to pause for a year or more until they can
obtain additional grant funds to complete the next step. This means potential delays at each step,
increasing the risk of project timeline and cost overruns. Lastly, this conventional funding and project
delivery process limits flexibility and encourages cheap shortcuts instead of comprehensive approaches
designed to maximize conservation outcomes.
Performance contracts, on the other hand, align the incentives of both parties towards the achievement of
measurable conservation outcomes (see Figure 3). Pay for performance models focus on delivering
outcomes, while other funding models can lose sight of intended outcomes due to the need to meet
funding, timing, and other requirements. By basing payments on the verified delivery of desired
outcomes achieved (e.g., acres of functioning riparian habitat established), buyers have more certainty
and are less likely to fund ineffective projects.

Figure 3. Performance Contracts versus Traditional Funding Agreements

Pay for performance has the potential to deliver outcomes more quickly because producers do not get
fully paid until outcomes are delivered. Under traditional models where government agencies move the
project forward in-house or through grants to a third party, there is no economic incentive for timeliness
and no real penalty for delay. To the contrary, agency staff are discouraged from taking risks to accelerate
implementation. Clear economic signals associated with financing a project (e.g., interest rates)
incentivize private sector producers to deliver high-quality outcomes as quickly as possible.
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Buyers should note that internal statutes and state acquisition rules may be barriers to bundling project
planning delivery phases (see California Contracting Rules textbox). Though possible, as demonstrated by
the case studies discussed in this Guide, buyers should have early discussions with their procurement
and contracting staff to discuss relevant contracting rules and restrictions.

CALIFORNIA CONTRACTING RULES
There are many specific laws and regulations that legal and contracting staff can help program managers
with. A few of the contracting rules to consider are described below.
California’s Government Code Section 1090 discusses conflicts of interest in government contracting. Due
to recent court cases, there may be increased scrutiny on consultants, or producers, who are involved in
multiple stages of the project.10 Agencies can address this issue head-on by designing their RFP and project
so there is reduced liability of a Section 1090 review.
The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) is a critical environmental protection legislation that
ensures the environmental impacts of any projects are carefully considered. CEQA compliance is an
important competent of project design and implementation, and thus should be incorporated into project
delivery processes and payment stream. For example, in order to ensure CEQA compliance, implementation
funds should not be distributed until project design passes CEQA.

Photo: Katie Riley
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Using Pay for Performance to Solve Common Agency Challenges

“

Pay for success is a state of mind. It is a movement towards better outcomes.
Matt Sjoholm, Third Sector Capital Partners

“

Agency staff have a wealth of experience navigating the complex state and federal funding landscape to
support important conservation projects. Nonetheless, there are often significant hurdles to funding and
delivering projects efficiently, driven by state procurement rules and color-of-money restrictions (i.e.,
single-purpose funding sources). For any given project, agency staff must consider





Funding sources for the project, including local assessments, general funds, and more.
Procurement mechanisms for allocating the funding secured, such as competitive RFPs and grant
awards.
Project delivery, including planning, permitting, acquisitions, construction, and maintenance.
Project benefits, which include multiple ecosystem (e.g., habitat, carbon sequestration), community
(e.g., flood risk reduction, recreation), and even potential revenue-generating benefits.

Pay for performance approaches can address a number of typical agency challenges when it comes to
funding and delivering conservation projects. 10

Funding & Timing Challenges
Public agencies acting as conservation buyers often face
a variety of budget restrictions and limitations that can
make it difficult to fund multi-benefits, non-traditional,
or large-scale conservation projects, nimbly adjust
course, or distribute funds on a schedule that differs
from annual budget cycles. Though meant to prevent
waste of public funds, these strict rules can also prevent
integrated, multi-benefit conservation projects from
moving forward.

SUMMARY OF KEY BENEFITS


Reduces risk of funding ineffective
projects



Achieves long-term stewardship and
supports adaptative management
and ongoing learning



Enables rapid, large scale
conservation with buyer efficiency



Demonstrates environmental return
on investment



Leverages private capital to support

Using performance contracts rather than traditional
conservation
funding mechanisms can provide conservation buyers

Inspires public trust to sustain longwith more flexibility in funding timelines by allowing
term conservation programs and
them to make relatively simple payments based on a
policies
defined “product” rather than actions or services. This
can allow buyers to design their contracts to meet budgetary requirements, while still being flexible in
how the outcomes are ultimately delivered. The prospect of payment motivates producers to deliver
quickly, and because payment is based on final outcomes, buyers do not have to review receipts, actionbased outcomes, and other bureaucratic steps that can create time delays and increase overall project cost.
If multiple project phases (e.g., design, construction, etc.) can be bundled into a single contract, it can
reduce contracting costs for buyers and streamline project implementation.
Most performance contracting models require agency buyers to provide little to no upfront project
funding, and instead transfer some of the cost burden onto producers. If desired, producers may also be
able to garner private financing that buyers might not otherwise be able to access. This upfront funding
can enable project implementation to begin even before public funds are available, which can be a benefit
particularly when project timelines do not align with budget cycles.
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Leveraging a competitive producer selection process can help to further improve cost effectiveness of
projects, as contractors will compete to deliver projects that produce the most outcomes for the least cost.
For example, Anne Arundel County, Maryland realized a 40% cost savings in their stormwater programs
by using competitive pay for performance contracting as compared to their previous grant rounds (See
Appendix A for more information).

Technical & Innovation Challenges
It can be challenging for agencies to absorb the risk of funding new and potentially complicated projects
in favor of tried-and-true methods, even if those riskier projects have the potential to produce more
effective outcomes for less cost.
Although innovation generally requires taking risk, pay for performance actually reduces this risk
because payments are made based on outcomes. If a riskier project fails to deliver, payments made to
producers are either withheld or reduced. With a focus on outcomes, producers can also have more
flexibility in project approach and scope to deliver the best outcomes, rather than following a prescriptive
set of practices that could miss important opportunities. This in turn enables agency buyers to have the
opportunity to innovate and learn, and learning and adapting is essential to developing the art and
science of ecosystem restoration.

Capacity & Scaling Challenges
High quality conservation projects often work to preserve large and complex landscapes to create viable
habitat and protect complex ecological processes. These large-scale projects can be a challenge to piece
together, especially as agencies are often overworked and under-funded.
Pay for performance can help agencies leverage producers and their external expertise to deliver largerscale projects or programs than would not be possible with existing staff capacity. Producers may also be
able to increase the amount and type of land available for environmental work. For example, producers
may have better access to private lands because they can engage landowners who may be wary of
working directly with government agencies, or they may be able to more nimbly negotiate real estate
acquisitions as a private entity.
Capacity constraints also limit the ability for any project implementer to undertake true learning. Because
outcomes are seldom rigorously measured under traditional financing mechanisms that pay for time,
material, or actions, it is hard to learn from mistakes or even note great successes. Under pay for
performance contracts, producers do not get paid unless they can document delivery of a measurable
outcome, guaranteeing that these outcomes will be measured. This incentive structure will motivate
producers to learn on their own dime, while also giving buyers the information they need to test
hypotheses and understand best practices. Then, these best practices can be shared and all future projects
can learn and improve.

Transparency & Data Challenges
Public agencies are good at reporting what they have done but can sometimes struggle when it comes to
talking about what outcomes their programs have achieved. Environmental outcomes can be especially
hard to measure and track.
Fortunately, pay for performance requires all parties to agree on a common metric or set of metrics by
which to measure success. That same metric can then be used to report on project outcomes to key
stakeholders and the general public. In that way, pay for performance can help build public support for
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conservation or environmental programs. Focusing on the benefits achieved from projects ensures that
funding is put to its best and highest use, and creates compelling rationale for future funding requests.
Reliance on shared metrics also allows for valuable data to be captured that can be used to improve the
project or program into the future (see Capacity & Scaling Challenges). While it is difficult for
reimbursement-based funding models to incentivize adaptive management (e.g., where goals were met,
how methods should be modified to improve outcomes, etc.), pay for performance allows for a true cycle
of learning that can help to improve both existing and future projects. Because outcomes must be verified
before payments are made, this increased monitoring provides real-time information to buyers about
what is working, what isn’t, and what can be improved over time.

CASE STUDY: Request for Proposal in Anne Arundel County
Anne Arundel County released an RFP in 2016 for the full delivery of water quality benefits. As part of the
applications, producers described their financing plan to demonstrate they were fiscally able to implement the
project. Applicants also needed to propose a price per impervious acre treated and per pound of nitrogen,
phosphorus, and sediment reduced.
This influx of more flexible capital allowed for efficient program successes. Cycle one treated approximately
188 acres for $3.8 million, and cycle two treated approximately 113 acres for $1.7 million. Implemented
projects have shown a reduction in the cost per acre for several types of stormwater projects.
See Appendix A for more information on this case study.

Photo: Environmental Defense Fund
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SECTION III. DETERMINING IF PAY FOR PERFORMANCE
IS THE RIGHT FIT
Each agency or conservation program has a unique set of characteristics that make pay for performance a
better or worse fit. As such, it is important for buyers to assess different options early in the process of
developing a performance contract for a project or program.
Pay for performance is not always the right approach for delivering projects. Smaller projects may not
justify the added administrative cost associated with developing and managing performance contracts.
Similarly, buyers may not want to directly tie payment to outcomes when testing new conservation
approaches or technologies, where the learning gained from project implementation is invaluable.
When performance contracting approaches are the right fit, they can uniquely leverage the strengths of
the private sector to inspire innovation, improve effectiveness of conservation efforts, and reduce the
time and cost required to deliver conservation projects. Pay for performance can also enable rapid,
large-scale conservation in regions where conservation is needed in dozens of locations across a
landscape, and millions of dollars of conservation spending is expected over several years.

Enabling Conditions
There are many factors to consider when considering whether to develop a pay for performance
contracting approach. 11 Some of these factors for success are provided below.
Measurable Outcomes. Pay for performance approaches rely on the ability to quantitatively measure
project outcomes, since these outcomes serve as the basis for performance contracts and payment terms.
Performance measures and verification protocols must be defined to clearly measure the project or
program’s performance. This can be a challenge, especially in the natural resources sector, where
confounding factors can mask results. However, protocols already exist for measurable outcomes such as
tons of carbon sequestered, acres of high-quality habitat restored, linear feet of stream restored, and
habitat quality for a variety of Central Valley Species 12,13. Multi-benefit projects may require more input
in the design and monitoring phases, as multiple outcomes need to be measured and compared. Lastly,
project outcomes that are harder to measure (e.g., improved quality of life for local communities) can still
play an important role in project design and implementation, and should not be ignored, even if they do
not serve as the basis for payments. 14
Meaningful Scale. There is no precise monetary threshold that justifies using performance contracting.
The scale of the project or program should just be sufficient to attract a private partner who can then
manage their delivery risk (See Attracting a Private Partner section below for further discussion). There is
an upfront cost to creating a more robust pay for performance program that delivers many projects. For
example, a small grant program is unlikely to have the administrative capacity required.
Predictable Demand. Most performance contracting approaches rely on the availability of predictable
funding sources. Dedicated funding creates the certainty needed for producers to come forward, secure
any financing needed to develop the project, and deliver on contract commitments. Combining long-term
funding with shorter-term bond funds could increase the opportunity for effective pay for performance
Acceptable Rate of Return. Performance contracts have more complicated terms and risk for producers
than traditional grant agreements. Therefore, it is important to allow producers to make a profit or
adequate rate of return on their investment. This is often explicitly prohibited in grant programs, and
thus there is a limit on the private sector’s ability to participate and produce cost-effective conservation
outcomes. For smaller projects, consider whether bundling multiple projects under a single contract could
create a better return or better diversify delivery risk for producers.
PAY FOR PERFORMANCE: A GUIDE FOR CALIFORNIA AGENCIES
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Participant Access to Funds. In many pay for performance
approaches, buyers do not fund upfront project work. In those
cases, producers must have access to funding or financing to get
the project underway. Buyers can reduce the need for upfront
private financing by selecting pay for performance approaches
that lower project startup barriers, such as Project Seed Funding
and Partial Pay for Performance (These approaches are described
in Pay for Performance Strategies & Considerations). Buyers selecting
contracting strategies with more risk for producers should
understand what resources are available to producers to
implement the project, including private capital, state revolving
funds, and other sources of funding or financing.

TERMINOLOGY
Throughout this Guide, the term
“revenue” is used specifically for
income that is both ongoing and not
repaid (e.g. assessments).
The term “funding” is used for income
that is from one-time sources (e.g.
grant awards).
The term “financing or capital” is money
that requires repayment (e.g. loans).

Capacity and Willing Staff. There can be a significant learning curve when first implementing pay for
performance approaches. Buyer agencies must have staff who have the capacity and interest in
developing a new approach to project delivery, while still meeting regulatory requirements and
implementing their standard workplans. Implementation should become easier with each performance
contract and project delivered, but outside expertise can be helpful at first to get staff up to speed, and
advise on how to avoid potential pitfalls until agency staff gain this experience in-house. Producers in the
region of interest must also be interested and willing to work with a new contracting approach, so early
engagement of potential partners can be informative.
Motivation for Change. Perhaps most importantly, buyers must have the desire to shift from the status
quo to pursue a performance-based contracting approach. This motivation can stem from inefficiencies in
traditional approaches, or from the emergence of new environmental, community or economic needs.
When the interest in performance contracts is financially driven, a Value-for-Money Analysis can help to
demonstrate anticipated cost savings.

BUYER MOTIVATION FOR CHANGE
If buyers answer ‘yes’ to any of the following questions, there could be an obvious catalyst for switching to
pay for performance contracting.








Does your agency manage grants for projects that have been underway for a decade or more, and still
have not been implemented on the ground?
Has your agency encountered challenges acquiring or managing property for restoration projects?
Have you completed projects with large change orders that went over budget or out of schedule?
Do your project(s) require technical expertise beyond your agency’s in-house capabilities?
Once the construction of your project is completed, will the cost of maintenance be significant and
depend on the quality of the restoration work?
Is your budget smaller than the required funding to deliver the project/program?
Does your agency have limits on your borrowing capacity or is the time it takes to secure public financing
for your project too long?

The following statements indicate that a buyer may desire to shift from the status quo to performance contracting.









I want a faster project delivery process with fewer steps.
I want my budget to be put into projects more quickly.
I want to deliver more projects without overburdening my staff or going over budget.
I want fewer contract negotiations and change orders.
I want contractors to share in project execution risk.
I want to confidently report the benefits resulting from my funded projects.
I want people to care about the project data we collect and use it in an adaptive management context to
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SECTION IV. HOW DOES PAY FOR PERFORMANCE WORK?

Performance contracts change what agencies purchase. By paying for outcomes rather than actions,
agencies become conservation or mitigation buyers who transfer some or all project delivery risk to those
in the best position to manage it – the private partners implementing the project.

Key Actors & Components

Conservation Buyers are public agencies, foundations, nonprofits, private companies or individuals that
spend money on projects with the intent of achieving defined conservation outcomes. Conservation
buyers may be managing a decades-long program or simply making a one-time investment.
Mitigation Buyers are companies or public agencies that purchase conservation outcomes to satisfy
regulatory requirements at the local, state, or federal level.
Investors finance conservation projects with the intent of achieving a return on their investment.
Investors can be equity managers, investment or commercial bankers, or foundation-related investment
managers. Public agencies occasionally act as investors using public funds, such as state revolving funds.
Producers are landowners or conservation professionals – including conservation bankers, contractors,
and environmental consultants – that design and implement conservation projects.

Conservation Outcomes are measurable units of environmental benefit that serve as the basis for
payment in performance contracts.
Performance Contracts are legal agreements between buyers and producers that use conservation
outcomes as terms for payment.
Capital refers to financing for project implementation that is intended to be paid back once the producer
receives payment from delivering conservation outcomes.
Payment refers to money paid by the buyer to the producer.
Verified Outcomes are specified in the performance contract. Legal and financial assurances ensure the
durability of the outcomes generated throughout the life of the project.
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Pay for Performance Strategies & Considerations
There are multiple pay for performance strategies that shift risk between buyers and producers in
different ways. Determining the correct procurement strategy will depend on the context of each agency’s
capacity, the environmental issue being addressed, funding availability and type, and more.
In regions lacking experience with pay for performance, it may
be necessary to start with a strategy in which buyers bear more
risk, such as partial pay for performance. Once the definition of
conservation outcomes is well-defined and buyers, landowners,
and a network of conservation professionals understand how to
price delivery risk, then full delivery contracts can be used to
increase efficiency, reduce risk to the buyer, and secure more
conservation at scale (Figure 5).

TRADITIONAL GRANT FUNDING


Pays for actions rather than
conservation outcomes



All risk is held by the funder

Figure 4. Risk-Reward Spectrum for Different Pay for Performance Mechanisms

PAY FOR PERFORMANCE TOOLKIT
The Pay for Performance Toolkit provides a central hub of resources to help program managers understand
1) the variety and benefits of different performance strategies,
2) how to develop effective performance contracts, and
3) lessons learned and best practices from existing programs using pay for performance.
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Partial Pay for Performance
Partial pay for performance contracts link payments to achieving
interim project milestones before verifying final outcomes. The more
payments are tied to verified outcomes, the greater the risk held by
the producer and the greater need for outside project financing.

PARTIAL PAY FOR
PERFORMANCE


Buyer covers a portion of
upfront costs to implement a
project

Partial pay for performance provides an incentive for producers to
deliver environmental outcomes in order to receive a secondary

Producer receives a
payment upon delivery. The secondary payment reduces the buyer’s
secondary payment based on
risk of funding an ineffective project, but the buyer still assumes a
environmental outcomes
achieved
significant risk of financial loss if the project does not deliver
intended results. However, this risk is no higher than the status quo
under traditional grant or contracting mechanisms. Partial pay for performance is most appropriately
used when producers have limited access to capital and investors are unlikely to engage due to
uncertainty around demand or risk, or there is limited confidence in metric used to measure
environmental outcomes. Compared to full delivery or entrepreneurial banking, partial pay for
performance reduces the financial risk for producers, yet structures the secondary payment to motivate
the producer to deliver outcomes and earn full payment (Figure 5). Buyer risk depends on the proportion
of total payment that is allocated to covering project implementation costs.

Figure 5. Partial Pay for Performance Contracting Model

CASE STUDY: Department of Water Resources

Appendix A. Case StudiesTidal Marsh Habitat in California

In order to meet US Fish and Wildlife permitting requirements, the California Department of Water Resources
(DWR) had to create hundreds of acres of tidal marsh habitat to support the endangered Delta Smelt. DWR
created an innovative RFP that bundled together land acquisition, project design, and construction into one unit.
This allowed for DWR to procure high-quality, verified, cost-efficient habitat.
The Tidal Marsh RFP was a partial pay for performance contract, with about 15% of the total cost disbursed to the
producers early, as certain milestones were met (e.g., project plan approved). However, up to 50% of the total
costs were reserved until after the environmental outcomes had been reached. This partial pay for performance
contract allowed for a larger variety of producers to apply for the projects, as they did not need to fund the entire
project. However, by ensuring that the majority of the costs are tied to environmental outcomes, DWR is still
reducing their risk significantly and ensuring the projects will deliver important habitat.
See Appendix A for more information on this case study.
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Seed Funding
Seed funding strategies allow a funding agency to act as the
investor and use public funds to finance conservation projects
when producers do not have start-up funds. The environmental
outcomes generated are intended to be sold to a mitigation buyer,
giving producers the opportunity to profit after repaying the
initial public investment. Upon verification of outcomes or credit
sale, public funds are then paid back. The upfront funding can be
less than the full cost of the project because the producer is able to
earn a profit.

SEED FUNDING
 Conservation buyer acts as an

investor, providing upfront capital
for producers to implement project
 Producer repays initial investment

upon sale of certified credits

Seed funding is effective in creating a supply of environmental outcomes in a mitigation market with
unproved demand (Figure 6). This reduces risk and eases the transition for early industry involvement
for both producers and mitigation buyers. This strategy does require the funding agency to thoroughly
review projects before committing funds to avoid the risk of underperformance.

Figure 6. Seed Funding Contracting Model

CASE STUDY: Nevada Conservation Credit System
In 2015, the State of Nevada announced $1,000,000 of funding to be used as seed funding for greater
sage-grouse habitat projects. The State provided the upfront capital to landowners to produce habitat
outcomes that could be verified as credits and made available to permittees to fulfill their compensatory
mitigation requirements. The State was then reimbursed their investment if the credits were sold, while
landowners received the difference of the State’s seed funding and the mitigation buyer payment.
From this initial funding, 21 applications were received, and four excellent credit projects received funding
to enhance and protect greater sage-grouse habitat and to generate a supply of mitigation credits. The
four funded projects were anticipated to generate 5,550 credits on over 13,000 acres of greater sagegrouse habitat. In 2016, the State announced an additional $1,200,000 of funding to generate anticipated
credits intended to fulfill future mitigation needs.
See Appendix A for more information on this case study.
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Full Delivery
Full delivery contracts (Figure 7) include terms to pay the producer
only once final outcomes are verified. This eliminates almost all the
risk from the buyer and ensures no taxpayer money will be spent on
projects that fail to produce environmental outcomes. The increased
risk for the producer may prevent eligible private parties from
participating (e.g., smaller firms or contracting agencies lacking access
to capital needed to implement the entire project). However, some
producer risk is mitigated by having a signed contract in place,
committing the buyer to purchase any outcomes delivered (as opposed
to entrepreneurial banking).

FULL DELIVERY


Producers or investors
finance all project
implementation costs



Buyers repay investors
upon verification of
environmental outcomes

Typically, full delivery contracts are possible when there is already a trusted relationship, and the buyer
is confident in the producer’s ability to deliver. Full delivery strategies also create the opportunity for
private capital to cover all upfront project implementation costs.

Figure 7. Full Delivery Contracting Model

CASE STUDY: Full Delivery in Louisiana Coastal Restoration Project Procurement
A newly passed bill in Louisiana (HB 596) allows the state to be both an investor and buyer to provide
substantial upfront capital ($200M+) to coastal restoration projects. The law requires that proposed projects
must have no less than 75% of payments be tied to specific, performance-based outcomes to protect
Louisiana’s eroding coastline. This means that contracts can either be partial pay for performance, with some of
the upfront costs covered early, or all payments tied to the verified delivery of outcomes.
This novel and multi-faceted approach embraces full delivery and places the responsibility on producers to reach
the goals of the project and to protect Louisiana’s coastal resources. Depending on the success of the projects,
Louisiana could create a model for other states to follow to implement pay for performance strategies.
See Appendix A for more information on this case study.
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Entrepreneurial Banking
As with full delivery, the entrepreneurial banking model requires
producers or investors to provide the upfront capital needed to
deliver environmental improvement projects. Buyers then purchase
the verified outcomes. Unlike full delivery, there is no upfront
contract between the producer and the buyer before the project is
initiated. The producer takes on the market risk that a buyer will
emerge for the environmental outcomes produced.

ENTREPRENEURIAL
BANKING


Producers develop credits with
the expectation of future
market demand for credits

Entrepreneurial banking works best when there is significant and predictable demand for compensatory
mitigation, and regulatory agencies agree to use certified credits in permitting mechanisms (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Entrepreneurial banking contracting model

CASE STUDY: Conservation Banks in California
The conservation bank market in California is as robust as ever. There are 84 conservation banks currently
listed on California Department of Fish & Wildlife (CDFW) website, covering resources from wetlands to valley
elderberry longhorn beetle to desert tortoise. To create a conservation bank, a producer must raise capital from
investors and then acquire, plan, permit, and create a habitat project that meets the standards of the regulatory
wildlife agency. Oftentimes, they will need approval from CDFW and US Fish & Wildlife. Once created, there is
a strict credit release schedule that allows the agencies to verify that specific performance or action-based
outcomes have been achieved. Only once credits (often, though not always, a credit is equal to an acre of
habitat) are released, can they be purchased by the buyer.
In this banking scenario, the buyer knows they are buying high-quality habitat. The buyer is not involved in any
of the pre-project planning or permitting.
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Selecting the Right Pay for Performance Model
Different pay for performance strategies work best in different agency or funding contexts. Figure 10
below lines out specific considerations for when different performance contracting approaches are likely
to best meet conservation buyer needs.

Figure 9. Criteria for determining the best pay for performance contracting model
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SECTION V. PAY FOR PERFORMANCE PROCESS

A pay for performance transaction generally follows the same process, with six primary steps that can be
grouped into two distinct phases—1) Contracting, and 2) Implementation and Payment (Figure 11).
While the process will vary across agencies and projects, the following steps can help buyers explore,
design, and implement a performance contract that best meets their unique needs.

Figure 10. Phases of a Pay for Performance transaction

Phase I. Contracting
During the Contracting phase, the buyer lays the groundwork necessary so that the producer can focus
on delivering measurable environmental outcomes. In this phase, it is essential to align the expectations
of all parties involved on the mechanics and benefits of performance contracting in order to increase
internal and external buy-in.

Step 1. Define Need and Secure Funding
Buyers must be motivated to shift from the status quo to a performance-based contracting approach. This
change can stem from concerns with the traditional approach or from the emergence of a new
conservation or contracting need. Programs goals must be clearly defined in measurable terms, as they
will eventually be reflected in the performance measures that serve as the basis for producer payments
and will be critical for gaining support and securing funding.
Early on in the process, buyers should explore different procurement approaches, and identify the
potential advantages or barriers of each. It is often beneficial to seek advice from experienced experts at
this stage, who can share best practices and lessons learned.
Finally, program or project managers must identify and allocate the short- and long-term funding needed
to implement the project. This could be a combination of ongoing revenue (e.g., assessments or special
fees), one-time funding sources (e.g., grants, general funds), and financing (e.g., general obligation bonds,
green bonds, state revolving loan funds).

Step 2. Define Contract and Payment Terms
Based on the exploration in Step 1, the next step is for the buyer to select a procurement strategy that best
aligns with project or program goals, geographic scope, known contractor capabilities, and desired level
of risk. Once selected, the buyer will develop a contract and payment terms, working closely with their
legal and procurement departments, and likely engaging the Department of General Services. This
contract should both work within any identified financial and legal constraints, as well as contribute to
the achievement of project or program goals.
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Performance contracts with defined payment terms specify how projects will be delivered and how
contractors will be compensated for the achievement of performance outcomes. Performance contracts
also define the entities involved in the project, their specific roles and responsibilities, and how risk will
be shared between buyers and contractors. A clear contract structure will ensure mutual understanding
of the project’s goals, scope, funding amount, and implementation plan.

Step 3. Solicit and Select Projects
Soliciting projects and engaging capable private sector partners typically involves a request for proposals
(RFP) solicitation to select one or several project applications to pursue further. Selection can be based on
a variety of factors, or a combination of those factors. If the program is taking on significant financial risk,
a detailed site assessment and review of the proposed project should be required. After selecting projects
for funding, contracts are executed between the buyer and the producer, and project implementation can
begin.

Phase II. Implementation and Payment
During the Implementation and Payment phase, the producer and any partners design, permit, construct,
and maintain the project based on the roles identified in the contract. The buyer makes payments based
on the agreed-upon payment terms. The more project phases that can be bundled together under a single
contract and outsourced to the private sector, the more efficiently projects can be delivered.
Figure 11 below shows the different project stages that can be bundled and contracted out to a private
partner to increase contracting efficiencies.

Figure 11. Different Public-Private Partnership models that bundle one or more phases of project delivery

Steps 4 & 5. Design and Construct Projects
Depending on the pay for performance strategy and payment terms selected, the buyer either makes
partial payments or no payments at all during Steps 4 and 5. Payments made during this period are not
typically contingent on measurable environmental outcomes, but rather achievement of specific design
and construction milestones. Full delivery contracts hold all payment until Step 6 when the
environmental outcomes generated are verified, whereas partial pay for performance contracts only
reserve a portion of payment for Step 6.
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Step 6. Verify Outcomes Over Time
Buyers ensure ongoing success through monitoring, reporting, and adaptive management. It is important
to clearly define a method for the ongoing verification of outcomes achieved. Project outcomes are
typically verified by a third party, using a defined methodology to assess both the quality and the quantity
of outcomes achieved, to the degree possible. This ensures that payments to the private partner are
contingent on the achievement of clearly defined outcomes aligned with project goals and performance
measures.
Traditional contracts and grant agreements seldom require more than one year of post-project
monitoring, simply because of the limited term nature of these contracts and timing limits on spending
down funds. Longer-term monitoring and ongoing adaptive management are possible under pay for
performance approaches because payments for outcomes can be made over years, creating an ongoing
funding stream and incentive for producers to maximize and maintain outcomes over time. This allows
for improved understanding of how projects can change and improve complex environmental systems.
Lastly, because buyers are less deeply involved in the details and risks of project implementation when
using pay for performance, it is critical to keep appropriate oversight and governance authority over the
project. This requires establishing transparent roles and responsibilities that align the objectives of the
buyer and producer to ensure success, with the appropriate level of buyer involvement during each
phase of the project. Buyers should be able to provide input and course correct when it is important to do
so. These governance processes must be crafted carefully so the buyer has assurance of project success
while still allowing flexibility and minimizing administrative costs. Third party verifiers or auditors can
be valuable in ensuring outcomes are achieved that meet the expectations of both agency buyers and
producers.

Photo: Daniel Nylen
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SECTION VI. RECOMMENDATIONS & BEST PRACTICES

Transitioning from business-as-usual to performance contracting can have a significant learning curve.
This section advises on how to best integrate pay for performance into current contracting practices.

Designing an Effective Performance Contract
Performance contracts differ from traditional funding
agreements in several important ways, as shown in Table 1
below. The structure, terms, and conditions of
performance contracts must be diligently crafted because
they determine the level of flexibility provided to the
private partner, define how performance will be assessed,
and determine how under-performance will be
addressed. Payment terms are tailorable in the degree to
which they tie to project performance.



Performance measures and a
consistent, repeatable method to
measure the quantity and quality of
performance (e.g., volume retention, load
reduction, habitat function)



When designing contract terms and conditions, buyers
should consider the level of

Verification processes that define who,
how, and when performance is assessed



Payment terms based on outcomes and
define the specific portion of payment
linked to verification of those outcomes
using defined performance measures

KEY DISTINCTIONS OF
PERFORMANCE CONTRACTS



Flexibility necessary for the private partner to
streamline execution, accelerate delivery, and reduce
costs.



Oversight and control necessary for the buyer to provide input and monitor project execution while
also minimizing costs and time delays for the private partner.



Execution risk transferred to the private partner to ensure that the private partner is appropriately
compensated financially for accepting that risk.

Table 1. Key distinctions of contract elements in performance contracts compared to traditional agreements
CONTRACT ELEMENTS

PERFORMANCE CONTRACTS

Definition of Performance
Outcomes




Performance metrics
Quantitative results




Flexible metrics
Narrative results

Payment Terms



Outcome-based



Action-based

Monitoring, Reporting, &
Verification




Limited monitoring & reporting
Ongoing verification




Mandatory monitoring
One-time verification

Management Plan




Binding
Specific




Non-binding
Non-specific

Long-Term Stewardship



Informs payment



Lacks financial incentive

Remediation



Basis for action



Lacks action incentive
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Essential Elements of a Performance Contract
Performance contracts are at the heart of a pay for performance transaction. Below is a checklist of
essentials for performance contracts, from small-scale projects to large-scale programs. These are nontraditional contracting terms; thus, early legal consultation is recommended to ensure alignment with
existing contracting authorities. More guidance on performance contracts, including a contract template,
can be found in the Pay for Performance Toolkit.


Measurable Outcomes. Performance contracts should clearly define consistent, quantifiable
performance measures that appropriately reflect project goals. Performance measures define a set of
desired environmental and community benefits that should be realized from the project; they can
reflect implementation objectives (i.e. vegetation planted), outcome objectives (i.e. acres of highquality habitat created), and long-term maintenance success. When possible, performance measures
should incorporate both the quality and the quantity of outcomes achieved.



Outcome-Based Payment Terms. At least some portion of payment to producers should be linked to
achieving verified outcomes aligned with performance measures. Payment terms that define the
specific portion of payment tied to outcomes create an incentive for the producer to maximize
outcomes while minimizing costs. Payment terms should balance the financial risk between the buyer
and producer.



Financial Assurances. Financial assurances are used to ensure the durability of the outcomes
generated throughout the project. These assurances can consist of contract terms, such as penalties for
non-performance or specific payment terms, or financial instruments, such as endowment or
stewardship funds, letters of credit, and contract surety bonds.



Real Estate Assurances. Contract terms should establish land protection and ownership
requirements to ensure that the beneficial outcomes from the project are durable and protected over
time. For example, does the land associated with the project need to be protected in perpetuity? If so,
who owns the land? Are there any potential incompatible uses that could arise in the future that
would threaten the outcomes of the project?



Management Plans. A project management plan should accompany the contract to document longterm management costs and payments linked to ongoing performance. The management plan
establishes the minimum actions that will be taken throughout the contract term, and additional
actions that may be necessary to ensure outcomes are generated and maintained.



Monitoring, Reporting, & Verification Requirements. Monitoring is contractually required and
used to determine payments or the need for remedial actions. Verification should occur not only
immediately after construction, but also throughout the length of the contract, and should be done by
a third party when possible.



Long-Term Stewardship Responsibilities. Roles and processes for ongoing operations and
maintenance must be integrated as part of the performance contract, including the long-term
payment schedule with specific responsibilities delegated to the producer.



Project Failure & Remediation Plans. Performance contracts should establish who is responsible for
writing remediation plans and implementing corrective actions if project outcomes fall below a
defined performance threshold. Remediation plans should be approved by the buyer before any
corrective actions occur.
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Performance Contract Payment Terms
The payment terms in a performance contract directly reference performance measures and project
milestones. Buyers should consider the following best practices for developing performance-based
payment terms.


Tie payments to outcomes, not costs. It must be clear to all parties that payments made for defined
project outcomes are not influenced by the actual costs of project delivery. Cost overruns should not
warrant changing payment amounts or terms.



Recognize the connection between risk and price. Factors that may minimize risk for the buyer may
increase the overall price of the outcomes delivered. For example, producers with access to private
capital may not need interim payments, however, the overall price proposed by the producer will
then incorporate this cost of capital and risk. Alternatively, buyers can reduce credit costs by
providing interim funding to producers.



Ensure effective maintenance. Implementation is not the end of a project; the success of any
environmental project relies on long-term stewardship. Ongoing payments should, at a minimum,
cover the annual stewardship costs to ensure lasting effectiveness. Ideally, any long-term
maintenance requirements compel continued delivery of outcomes over time.

CASE STUDY: Maryland Department of Transportation
The Maryland Department of Transportation (DoT) created a mitigation credit system for advance stream
restoration associated with future DoT projects. Maryland relies on a transparent metric for measuring stream
habitat—the Stream Restoration Credit Protocol. This metric allows all parties—buyers, producers, and the
public—to understand what environmental benefit is being created and why. It also ensures that the habitat
created is meet quality, not just quantity, standards.
This is one of the most sophisticated examples of a state agency procuring advance delivery of a large supply of
mitigation credits to offset future infrastructure development.
See Appendix A for more information on this case study.
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Project Milestones for Payment
Buyers can promote timely project implementation and keep all parties on the same page by defining
interim payments dependent on defined project milestones. These could include completing project
design, securing permits, completing specific construction phase(s), verifying initial outcomes produced,
and more. Any funds paid upon verification of outcomes should be substantial enough to motivate
producers to maximize these outcomes. At least 10% of the total contract amount should be tied to
verification; 25%-50% creates a more significant incentive. See
Table 2 for an example of potential project milestones and the percent of the maximum contract sum
allocated to each.
Table 2. Project Milestones for Payment
MILESTONE

DESCRIPTION

SCHEDULE

PAYMENT

Project Design
Complete





Final certified drawings received
Required permits necessary to begin
Construction approved

Within 1 year of
Effective Date

20% of Maximum
Contract Sum
(MCS)

Construction
Phase 1 Complete




Grading completed
Grading specifications certified

Within 2 years of
Effective Date

20% of MCS

Construction
Phase 2 Complete




Initial plantings completed
Required construction permits finalized

Within 3 years of
Effective Date

20% of MCS

Initial Verification
of Outcomes



Number of Credits calculated and verified
upon completion of Design and Construction

Within 5 years of
Effective Date, can be
done more than once.

Up to 20% of
MCS, depending
on amount of
credits



Completion of annual self-monitoring form,
after correcting any material issues, or
Number of Credits calculated and verified
throughout the Stewardship Period

Each year for 10
years following Initial
Verification of
Outcomes

Up to 2% of MCS
each year
depending on
amount of
Credits

Annual Ongoing
Verification



Strategies for Effectively Engaging the Private Sector

“

We have clear price signals for many established markets. Can we create these same
kinds of price signals for conservation?
John Cain, River Partners

“

Many conservation finance discussions focus on the potentially vast amounts of private capital that could
be applied to the environment. Leveraging private sector funding has benefits; it can change the timing of
when public money is spent by covering upfront costs, and it often has less restrictions than public funds.
However, and importantly, private funding still requires anchor demand sources, because most of it must
eventually be paid back to investors, who likely expect a return.
In order to invest, the private sector needs two things in place. First, a clear definition of the desired
outcomes that buyers hope to achieve (like acres of high-quality habitat for species, or pounds of water
quality pollutants treated). Second, they need funding source(s) ready to buy those outcomes once they
are produced. Together, these create the incubator necessary to start investing large amounts of private
capital in conservation.
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Attracting a Private Partner
Selecting the right private implementation partner(s) is critical to the success of a pay for performance
project. Buyers must both select a capable private partner for project delivery and ensure that the
selection process fulfills all state and local procurement laws. Buyers can benefit from early and ongoing
engagement with the private sector throughout the selection and project design process to collect relevant
insights and inform project scope and contract structure. Buyers developing performance contracts
should consider the following recommendations to attract high-quality producers.


Avoid cost disclosure requirements. Requiring producers to disclose all line item costs, including
profit, can create liabilities from exposing proprietary information and prevent high-quality partners
from engaging on the project.



Be transparent about cost ceilings. There should be frequent and early discussions if there are
budget limitations in order to set the right expectations for scale of project implementation. While
breaking funding into multiple, smaller awards does limit some risk to the buyer, it can also prevent
larger projects or projects that would benefit from bundling implementation phases.



Keep short-term financial requirements reasonable. While it is certainly reasonable to require the
producer to maintain liability and some level of assurances during construction, recognize that this
can create a higher financial burden on early project implementation. This could drive up overall
project costs, particularly if the implementation risk is low.



Match contract requirements to meet the project’s cost structure. Match contract requirements with
the projects envisioned. For example, significant small or minority business set aside requirements
could be challenging if most of the project cost is associated with land acquisition or other costs that
cannot be reasonably provided by small or minority businesses.



Scale risk to meet desired outcomes. If the program prioritizes ambitious projects or testing
innovative approaches, consider how much legal liability is appropriate for contractors to take on,
particularly if there are known risks (for example, known downstream sediment impacts after dam
removal). Consider leveraging existing, trusted partners for these types of projects. Recognize that
higher risks (and even unknown or undefined issues) create a substantial need for higher rewards in
the form of fees or profits for the private partner.



Prioritize funding incentives over contract penalties. Contract penalties for lack of performance are
an option. However, it is often easier for the public partner to use funding incentives for effective
outcome delivery rather than relying on litigation or claw back provisions for non-performance.

Alternative Procurement Models
It is important to not just evaluate private partners by their costs
alone, since project success is contingent on the delivery of
defined outcomes. The lowest bid procurement model relies on
selecting the contractor that provides the lowest responsive price,
which is often not the most cost effective. There are alternative
procurement models, including best value procurement 15
which is a procurement process in which price and other key
factors, like quality and expertise, can be considered in the
evaluation and selection of contractors.
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Like grant programs, there can be
a wide variety of factors
considered while selecting
producers to deliver projects.
Examples include






Applicant experience, proven
track record
Understanding of project goals
Flexibility, ability to innovate
Technical qualifications
Local partnerships
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Multi-Phased Procurement
Buyers can benefit from a multi-phased procurement process for selecting private implementation
partners. A multi-phased approach can leverage one of several different options in conjunction with a
traditional Request for Proposals (RFP), including the following.


Request for Qualifications (RFQ), in which the buyer requests preliminary information about the
producer’s qualifications.



Request for Information (RFI), in which the buyer solicits information from a large group of
potential partners with the intent of both marketing and soliciting feedback on the project details.



Early Announcement with Open Door Policies, in which the buyer asks producers to discuss the
ideas via meeting or call prior to the RFQ release.

Using a multi-phased procurement process allows buyers with less pay for performance experience to get
advice and feedback from potential partners and producers early in the scoping process, though it could
also increase workload. Giving private partners the chance to provide early input without committing to
a contract will


Allow for an evaluation of potential options and suggestions for contract structure, procurement,
financing, and operations.



Help ensure that the contract ultimately reflects the needs of the private partner, so that it is truly a
collaborative effort where both partners appropriately share in the risk and rewards.



Increase the likelihood of a high response rate from the private sector.



Potentially create more work earlier on in the process, but ideally limit confusion for staff and
partners later on in the project development cycle.

Be aware of potential conflict of interest concerns that could arise from engaging RFP applicants, and
ensure that private sector advice is always tempered with what aligns best with the project and program
goals. Early contractor engagement also must not prevent subsequent contracting with an engaged
private partner. It is critical to understand legal authorities related to procurement and evaluating
procurement strategies early on.
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Essential Elements of Requests for Proposals or Requests for Qualifications
When soliciting and selecting projects, buyers should gather
sufficient information to evaluate candidates and lay the
groundwork for developing an effective performance contract.
Therefore, buyers must carefully consider the factors to include
in solicitations that will pave the way for successful project
implementation. Gathering information from prospective
partners can be accomplished through a request for proposals
(RFP) or request for qualifications (RFQ). A list of essential
elements to include in an RFP or RFQ is included below.


Expectations for Scope. State or request that bidders provide
an estimate of the contract term and the expected outcomes
generated from the project, the price per unit, and the
resulting maximum contract sum. If this information is
already decided, the RFP/RFQ should set clear expectations
for the bidders. However, if there is flexibility, allowing the
bidders to propose the scope can allow for greater projects.

RFP/RFQ BEST PRACTICES


Clearly define project selection
criteria and priorities



Allow for comments on the RFQ
or draft RFP and revise
accordingly



Establish crediting rules up-front
and discourage creative
attempts to credit



Base definitions on scientific
evidence as is feasibly possible



Ensure a strong technical
review process



Require continual adaptive
management practices



Private Partner Obligations and Milestones. State or request that bidders propose specific actions,
milestones, and a timeline for completion during the design, construction, and/or maintenance
periods. Milestones may be tied to actions completed within the timeline or outcomes to achieved
that reflect the performance measures tied to the project’s goals. Milestones for the operations and
maintenance period should focus on sustained outcomes. In some situations, leaving flexibility for
the bidder to propose milestones based on their local knowledge of the project site can reveal insights
that the public party may otherwise not be able to anticipate.



Monitoring and Verification Requirements. State or request that bidders propose monitoring
activities that will ensure that issues are addressed in a timely manner. Specify that projects are
subject to verification throughout the contract term to ensure outcomes are generated and
maintained. Projects should undergo an initial verification upon completion of the final project
construction phase and ongoing verification throughout the contract term. Verification processes are
particularly important because payment is dependent on the verified outcomes.



Tools. Provide any tools that will be used to define the bidder’s obligations. If there is an initial site
screening tool, form, or methodology that can be used to make an initial estimate of the outcomes to
be achieved from the project, provide it so bidders can provide accurate estimates.



Project Failure & Remediation. Specify what corrective actions will occur if project outcomes fall
below a defined performance threshold. Lack of corrective action could mean future funding linked
to the project may be reallocated to other projects, or specific penalties may apply.



Payment Terms. Payment terms should balance the financial risk between the buyer and private
partner. It is important to establish both short- and long-term funding sources, considering upfront
costs as well as ongoing payments for continued performance. Either specify or request a proposal for
the percentage of the payment that will be granted upon completion of the milestones.



Project Description and Site Characteristics. Request that the bidder provide basic information
about the project and site characteristics. At a minimum, this should include the purpose of the
project, a project description, the project site and acreage, and the current management practices.
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SECTION VII. GETTING STARTED

Shifting the way your agency spends money can be a challenge. However, across the U.S. and
particularly in California, there are success stories and growing support for pay for performance
approaches. More and more, 1) state agencies are exploring new contracting models to deliver highquality conservation outcomes, 2) producers are poised to respond to contracts that require them to take
on more implementation risk, and 3) the broader conservation community is growing their awareness of
pay for performance as part of the solution to many of California’s conservation challenges. The Case
Studies provided in Appendix A and throughout this Guide provide a few helpful examples.
If pay for performance seems right for your agency, this Guide provides the information you should need
to start the exploration and design process—from understanding the basics, to selecting the right pay for
performance model, to developing contract terms and solicitation processes that effectively engage
private sector partners. Throughout the process, building internal support for using this new contracting
approach is critical to ultimate adoption and success.
As the late management consultant Peter Drucker famously said - “culture eats strategy for breakfast.”
Changing from traditional grant funding to pay for performance contracting often requires an internal
cultural shift. To do this, agencies need to cultivate one or more internal champions as well as a broad
base of passive and active support. Active opposition from any one influential person within your agency
can stop a project from moving forward. It is important to ensure that relevant agency staff understand
the expected benefits of using pay for performance contracting from their specific point of view, and to
proactively address their concerns. Leadership is likely needed both from a project lead and an executivelevel sponsor who are committed and willing to pursue a new arrangement. Creating clear internal
policies can also help to reinforce these cultural values within your agency.
Part of this cultural change is shifting from engaging the private entity as a contractor to a partner. Pay for
performance contracting differs from traditional contracting arrangements in that agency staff are less
deeply involved in the details and risks of project implementation. Nonetheless, it is critical to maintain
appropriate oversight and authority throughout project development to guarantee the desired outcomes
are met. A transparent governance framework helps to align buyer and producer objectives to ensure
success, without agency staff having to be involved in the details of every phase of each project.
Lastly, engaging external stakeholders, such as conservation groups and local communities, can help to
ensure your project design and contracting model aligns with local needs, and can help you dispel any
early negative public perception. Engage potential private partners early; a multi-phased selection
process can help you gather information and incorporate recommendations before committing to a
specific contracting strategy. Other agencies or entities experienced with pay for performance can also be
an excellent resource on best practices, lessons learned, pitfalls to avoid, and how to get started.
While pay for performance contracting won’t solve every problem, it can serve as an effective tool to
increase the pace, scale, and quality of conservation investments in California and contribute to the
achievement of the state’s ambitious conservation goals.
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APPENDIX A. CASE STUDIES

Tidal Marsh Habitat in California
Purpose: Create tidal wetland habitat for the endangered Delta Smelt in California’s Central Valley.
Structure
California’s Department of Water Resources (DWR) needed to meet requirements under a US Fish and
Wildlife Service Biological Opinion to mitigate for impacts to the Delta Smelt, a federally endangered fish.
The species has very specific habitat requirements—brackish marshes at the mouth of the SacramentoSan Joaquin River Delta are ideal habitat—and thus DWR had specific project needs. This limited habitat
issue was compounded by a state procurement rule that mandated the state purchase land at or below
fair market value. There did not seem to be any landowners who were willing to sell their land at market
value, and thus DWR did not have options to create the required habitat.
Working closely with Department of General Services and other state agencies, DWR created a contract
that bundled together land acquisition, project design, and project construction. 16 This allowed DWR to
purchase completed tidal marsh habitat credits, without piecemealing the cost of each line-item. The final
habitat is verified using a wildlife-agency approved protocol.
This project is a partial pay for performance contract, with some funds disbursed at early milestones.
However, up to 50% of the payment is disbursed to the project proponent after the project is installed and
habitat outcomes have been verified.
Results
The first RFP garnered several qualified bids, two of which were selected to created 650 acres of restored
habitat. These projects are currently underway, and the state used the same model the following year to
solicit more habitat.
It should be noted that this RFP took several revisions, including taking public comments and republishing the RFP. New pay for performance programs will take time, and DWR’s commitment to the
process, despite the long timeline, created an innovative process that has already been replicated at much
lower effort.
Resources


California Eco Restore. DWR Seeks Proposal for Habitat Restoration Projects in the Sacramento- San
Joaquin Delta. December 2016. 17



Environmental Policy Innovation Center. “Nature, Paid on Delivery”. 2017. 18
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Anne Arundel County’s Watershed Protection & Restoration
Program
Purpose: Develop green infrastructure projects that improve water and stormwater quality and meet federal
Clean Water Act requirements.
Structure
This program uses a full delivery approach to leverage contractor expertise to satisfy county and federal
permit requirements, as well as create projects aligned with the Maryland Phase II Watershed
Improvement Plan. Projects implemented under this RFP reduced nitrogen, phosphorus, and sediment
flow.
The project producers are paid upon finalization of projects and delivery of outcomes. Because payments
are not be made until the projects have been delivered, the county requires the applicants to provide a
financing plan to demonstrate that they are able to manage the project implementation costs up-front.
County-led nitrogen, phosphorus, and sediment testing took place to assess that reduction goals were
met. No new dischargers are allowed in the waterway unless it is delisted or there is a de-listing plan.
Payment to the producers will be made in two phases. First, the county will make an initial payment
upon completion of the project installation, assuming the county verifies that the results of the project
align with what was proposed. At this point, the maintenance costs for a two-year maintenance period
are withheld. The county will disburse the remainder of the contract funds to the producers at the end of
a two-year term of monitoring, assuming the results and site of the stormwater quality improvement
projects have been maintained. Treatment of impervious acres or reducing nitrogen, phosphorus, and
sediment levels all counted towards a percentage of water quality credits.
At the end of the project, the land will be transferred to the county for perpetual ownership and
maintenance.
Results
The first RFPs garnered much interest and a wide variety of projects. Proposals included stream
restoration, stormwater facility retrofits, septic-to-sewer conversion, and reforestation projects. The first
cycle of funding created projects that treated approximately 188 acres for $3.8 million, and the second
cycle treated approximately 113 acres for $1.7 million. Implemented projects have shown a reduction in
the cost per acre for several types of stormwater projects.
Resources


Anne Arundel County, Maryland. “Anne Arundel County’s Watershed Protection & Restoration
Program: MS4 Permit Update”. August 17, 2018. 19



Anne Arundel County, Maryland. “Full Delivery of Turnkey Water Quality Improvements FY19”.
RFP No. 19-019R. November 19, 2018. 20



Michelsen, Erik. Catalyzing Environmental Markets to Accelerate the Implementation of Chesapeake
Bay Clean Water Goals: Lessons from Anne Arundel County’s Full Delivery Solicitations. 21
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Nevada Conservation Credit System
Purpose: Create and protect important sage grouse habitat in Nevada.
Structure
The state of Nevada developed the Nevada Conservation Credit System (Credit System) to further
ongoing preservation, enhancement, and restoration of Nevada’s sagebrush ecosystem and sage grouse
populations.
The Credit System is a pro-active solution to ensure impacts from human activities generate a net benefit
for sage grouse, while enabling activities vital to the Nevada economy and way of life. The Credit System
structure focuses on ensuring that impacts to sage-grouse habitat from human disturbance in the state are
offset by commensurate habitat conservation actions. The Credit System creates new incentives for
activities that avoid and minimize impacts to important habitat for the species, and for private
landowners and public land managers to preserve, restore, and reduce wildfire threat to important
species habitat. Verified credits can be purchased through the Credit System by companies, agencies, or
individuals to mitigate for unavoidable impacts. The Credit System establishes the policy, operations, and
tools necessary to facilitate more effective conservation investment and reports overall progress from
implementation of conservation actions throughout Nevada’s greater sage-grouse range.
The Credit System is performance-driven and market-based; it consistently quantifies the direct and
indirect impacts on sage-grouse habitat from human disturbances (debits) and the outcomes of habitat
conservation efforts (credits). Overall progress is reported from implementation of conservation actions
through program duration, providing regulatory certainty for landowners regardless of changes in the
Endangered Species Act (ESA).
In order to jumpstart the Credit System, Nevada created a seed fund to create credit projects. Choosing
projects through a reverse-auction, these projects were funded by the state, and were then available to
purchase through the credit system. If these projects are not purchased by mitigation buyers, they
transition to state-funded conservation projects.
Results
Kinross Gold, a mining company, created the first transaction with the Credit System in November 2017.
This transaction transferred 2,514 credits to offset the impacts of Kinross’s Bald Mountain gold mine in
northeastern Nevada. This transaction was the first by any habitat exchange in the country, beginning a
trackable pattern of pay for performance success that will help to improve the process make future
transactions simpler.
Resources


State of Nevada. Nevada Conservation Credit System. 22



Environmental Incentives. First Greater Sage-Grouse Credits Are Available for Sale in Nevada”. July
19, 2017. 23
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Maryland Department of Transportation: Stream Restoration
Purpose: Create high quality stream restoration projects across Maryland.
Structure
In order to meet Clean Water Act requirements for infrastructure and maintenance projects, Maryland
Department of Transportation (MDOT) State Highway Administration needed to create 100,000 linear
feet (19 miles) of stream restoration through eleven counties.
The MDOT Request for Proposals required firms to bid a unit price per linear foot of stream restored. The
project budgets included all costs associated with land acquisition, restoration design, construction,
monitoring, and post-restoration management. This per-credit price is a good example of a state agency
valuing environmental outcomes like other goods; MDOT was buying a linear foot of stream restoration
like they were buying a new bulldozer or other defined good. Project payments were made at various
milestones throughout project development and post-restoration monitoring; the largest single payment
(30%) was contingent on project completion and land transfer to the state. Another 35% of the funding
was tied to successful monitoring of the project and associated ecological milestones being met.
Maryland relies on a transparent metric for measuring stream habitat—the Stream Restoration Credit
Protocol. This metric allows all parties—buyers, producers, and the public—to understand what
environmental benefit is being created and why. Measuring environmental outcomes, and clear protocols
to do so, are key for a successful performance contract. Robust metrics, and understanding of demand,
like MDOT was able to calculate, allows investors to better understand and predict a restoration project’s
future value. Value certainty is a key metric that is not apparent in many government restoration
programs, which leads to a lack of interest from the private sector which is more outcome-based.
Providing relevant information on restoration and plot value allows the private sector more certainty
when making decisions, resulting in more funding interest and investment.
Results
Projects funded under this RFP are still underway. RES is creating 28,130 linear feet of stream restoration
to support the Chesapeake Bay Restoration Goals around stormwater management and nutrient
reduction. Working with a collaborative team, RES is acquiring sites, permitting projects, constructing
restoration, and monitoring the sites. It is MDOT’s goal that these sites will be transferred to the State by
2020.
Resources


Institute for Water Resources (IWR). “The Mitigation Rule Retrospective: A Review of the 2008
Regulations Governing Compensatory Mitigation for Losses of Aquatic Resources”. October 2015. 24



Environmental Policy Innovation Center. “Nature, Paid on Delivery”. 2017. 18



RES. Maryland (MDOT) Full Delivery Stream Restoration Services 25
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Louisiana Coastal Restoration Project Procurement
Purpose: Protect the coastline and coastal resources of Louisiana.
Structure
Louisiana is losing 16.6 square miles of land annually due to subsidence, increased erosion and storm
surges. In order to meet the need for large-scale coastal protection projects, Louisiana passed a bill (HB
596) to authorize the use of performance contracts to create coastal restoration and projection projects.
This innovative policy was designed to streamline project processes and increase the amount of coastal
protection.
With this new law, many of the classic pay for performance enabling conditions are created. The law
requires at least 75% of project reimbursement to be based on defined performance metrics or outcomes.
It also requires a competitive bidding process to ensure cost-effective projects, ensures project producers
have appropriate financial assurances, and creates a standardized protocol to ensure project producers
are qualified and able.
Funding for these projects will come from several sources. British Petroleum has a dedicated fund to
support coastal conservation work to mitigate for the Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill. There is also potential
for a state bond, that could create a steady source of funding. Payments will take place continually for
several years, potentially allowing the state to work with investors to fund more restoration up front than
the state could otherwise afford.
Results
This new legislation is already attracting innovative funding strategies, such as an Environmental Impact
Bond, designed by Environmental Defense Fund and Quantified Ventures. Projects implemented with
performance contracts in Louisiana will likely be a great example for agencies across the nation.
Resources


The New Orleans Advocate. “Louisiana Guaranteed $5 Billion of $8.8 Billion BP Natural Resource
Damage Payments”. October 6, 2015. 26



Environmental Policy Innovation Center. “Nature, Paid on Delivery”. 2017.18



Louisiana Municipal Association. “Bill Research Report”. May 30, 2018. 27
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